
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 3, Week 3 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball 
Blake Ferraro & 

David Rinaldi 
Senior A Def Westminster 72 - 33 

A semi-final matchup against Westminster saw the boys very pumped up to start the game. The game 
was close in the first quarter as rebounding was a slight issue with a taller Westminster team. However, 
the second and third quarter is where the boys saw success as they were able to pick apart 
Westminster’s high-pressure defence. Noah McDonald and Sean Stock were able to find their shots on 
offence and create at will which grew the lead and they didn’t look back. 
Best players: Sean Stock, Noah McDonald, Angus Crosby, Leo Thomson 

Basketball Isaiah Greco Senior B Def by Westminster 41 - 45 

This week we faced a tall Westminster side who provided another challenge after a hard fought win last 
week. The game started off very competitively, however we were able to gain a small lead by forcing 
Westminster to turn the ball over and score multiple points off fast breaks. Unfortunately, we were 
unable to convert many open shots that we had, which left the door open for Westminster to sneak 
back into the game. We played into their hands at times and succumbed to their immense pressure on 
the ball, which led to the opposition gaining the lead. Despite a valiant effort in the dying stages with 
some great 3 point shooting, we fell just short of Westminster which resulted in our first loss of the 
season. The boys should all still hold their heads high as they remained competitive throughout the 
entirety of the game against a much larger and physical opposition.  
Best players: Noah, Daniel, Gong 

Basketball  Senior C Def by Westminster   

Basketball Gomezga Kalua Middle A Def Westminster 52 - 51 

This week we had our semi-final against Westminster who topped the table in the other pool. We came 
out of the gate firing, but were only up by three points at the quarter break and at half time. Then we 
had one of our usual great third quarters and were up by 8 at the end of the third. Being a much smaller 
team we struggled to rebound the ball which allowed Westminster back in to the game. There was a 
crucial rebound gathered by Mtende from a Westminster shot which would have put them ahead with 
seconds to go which secured the win. Great scoring contributions from Jordan and Riley. This game 
showed we are able to close out games which is a great improvement over the season. It was good to 
see the boys perform under pressure in their biggest game for the season – let’s go Wolves. 
Best players: Jordan, Riley, Mtende 

Basketball Liam Hennig Middle B Def by Westminster 34 - 58 

Unfortunately, another tough game for the Bs against Westminster. This was the cross-over game with 
teams from the other pool and we were tasked with playing some very tall opposition. Some early foul 
trouble and a limited bench put us under pressure. We pushed the ball well and got some good looks, 
but the ball wouldn’t drop and we were down by 17 at half time. a much better second half, but a lack of 
height and some foul trouble meant we were unable to claw back the difference. A resilient effort by the 
team and the boys were gracious in defeat – a great improvement through the season and as a coach I 
am very proud of all of you and enjoyed coaching you this season. Well done. 
Best players: Ari, Marcus S, Tehan 

Basketball Max Busato Middle C Def Westminster 28 - 23 

The Middle C team played an excellent game today filled with energy and determination. They boasted a 
consistent and efficient defence throughout the entire game, with strong rebounding from Alexi, Lennon 
and Hussain. The boys didn’t lose any energy in the second half, looking to extend their lead of 
Westminster. Good offensive passing and some great shots from Isaiah, Riley and Hamish saw the team 



finish the fourth quarter ahead. Overall, the team should be proud of their efforts today and across the 
season, their commitment and determination every week has been great to see. 

Basketball Tyler Brogan Middle D Def Rostrevor 34 - 33 
A very exciting game that game down to the last seconds. The boys looked in control for much of the 
game, but Rostrevor came back at them in the last quarter, with the lead changing a couple of times in 
the last few minutes. The boys held their nerve and came away with the win. Well done.  

Football Sam Armitage Middle A3 Def by St Michael's 
7.6.48 
3.3.21 

Tough and close first three quarters unfortunately ran out of legs tin the last.  
Nick Jefferson – created run and pressure in the middle field. 
Alex Kavanagh – again showed his importance in the team rucking all day. 
Reid O'Callaghan – led from the front and influenced middle field with his gut running and strong 
overhead marking. 
James Evans – played hard all day displaying strength, power and intensity. 

Football 
Lucas Bradley & 

Will Rice 
Year 7 Def Pedare 

10.6 66 
4.6 30 

A really tough but well-fought game for the lads this morning due to some horrendous conditions up at 
Pedare. The boys were surprisingly clean regardless and were able to maintain an extremely high level of 
pressure throughout the game. Miles broke the game apart and hit the scoreboard on three separate 
occasions and probably could have punished the opposition more if it wasn’t so wet. Raf played the 
whole game in ruck against a super athlete but held his own brilliantly. Frasier, Henry, Will and Ryder 
also played pretty significant roles throughout the game which meant we could attack with full force. 
James N was in the wars all day but showed some pretty remarkable resilience and ran out the game 
after contributing some highly commendable efforts. Full credit to the boys for continuing their winning 
streak; they’re showing signs of becoming a very promising young side.  
Best players: M. Carr, R. Sangregorio, F. Smith, H. Fidock, J. Noble 

Soccer 

 
Semi Final 

Mr Picca &  
Mr D'Onofrio 

First XI Def by CBC 1 - 2 

Although our Saint Ignatius’ First XI Boys played with passion, determination, and heart, the boys just 
fell short of making the Grand Final and defending their title from last year as they were defeated by a 
strong CBC outfit, 2-1 at the FFSA State Centre on Wednesday afternoon. For the first 15 minutes, SIC 
played free-flowing football with a strong defensive and counter-attacking mentality. A few chances 
were created in those opening minutes of the game – particularly with Joshua Bracchi hitting a sublime 
shot from outside the area and Isaac Martini troubling the defence with his presence. However, after a 
quick transition from the backline, the right winger for CBC dribbled through our backline and was able 
to slot his shot into the top right-hand corner to put CBC up 1-0. Soon after, SIC conceded again due to a 
failed clearance and poor marking from a corner. SIC went into halftime 2-0 down with everything to do 
in the second half. After a brief reminder of tactics outlined at the start of the game, and some minor 
changes to formation and players, SIC dramatically improved in the second half and completely 
dominated chances and opportunities. Special mention must go to Joseph De Rosa for keeping 
composure in the middle, Ashton Rinaldo maintaining control in between our goals and Atem Ring for 
adding a dynamic element up front. Although our boys were able to earn a consolation goal towards the 
end of our game, CBC ultimately won the match 2-1, ending the 2022 season for our First XI boys. 
Although SIC will not feature in the Grand Final, they should be very proud of their response in the 
second half and overall efforts this year and will now turn their attention to Intercol against Mercedes 
College in two weeks’ time.   

 



Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 3, Week 3 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Senior C1 Def Marryatville 2 
4-8-130 2-

5-117 

Another amazing performance from the team, showing their strength with easy 2-0 wins in the doubles 
matches.  With another win under our belt, we go into the final week with an undefeated record.  
Best player: Esther Hopkins  

Badminton Michael Kolisnyk Senior C2 Def by OLSH 1 
1-4-96 

5-11-157 

The finals game played today was an impressive one against an impressive team. The Senior C2’s put up 
a great fight despite the loss, with some excellent displays of accuracy and placement being shown by all 
members of the team.  
Best player: Jayde Jin 

Badminton Tom Sheldon Middle B Def SDPC 1 
3-8-138 
3-6-103 

Challenging game today for the girls, but everyone played very well and they came home with another 
victory.  
Best player: Elizabeth Nguyen 

Badminton Jenny Huang Middle C2 Def by SIC C4 
2-5-101 
4-9-139   

The girls played very well and showed improvements in their playing in the very next games. They were 
able to stay positive and calm in games, as well as support their teammates.    
Best player: Krisha Baxi + Bianca Giorgi 

Badminton Josh Winkler Middle C3 Def by Norwood 1 
2-6-109 
4-8-129 

Great effort by the team, a really close match against a strong opposition. Everyone played super well, 
and made it a hard-fought match, with multiple games going to three sets. The girls should be really 
proud of how they played.  
Best player: Ruby Mcguire 

Badminton Anoushka Toh Middle C4 Def SIC C2 
 4-9-139 
2-5-101 

This weekend’s game was played skilfully, with a rematch between the teams that played last week. The 
two teams were well matched, and the girls used tactical shots and played passionately.  
Best player: Emilie Spandler 

Badminton Stella Waugh Middle C6 Def SDPC 3 
6-14-169 

0-2-66 

Our team played with gusto. Singles games were easily won.Second doubles game was challenging. 
Alysa & Holly fought hard after losing first game to win the second and third games. Very proud to see 
our girls play with fervour. 
Best players: Alysa Zhang and Holly James 

AFLW Mr Mullins Senior A Def Nazareth 
5.6 36 
0.1 1 

After playing a couple of knockout rounds over recent weeks we returned to the 16-a-side Catholic Girls 
Competition to finish the season with our 3 v 4 playoff against Nazareth, our opponent from the last 
round. They won comfortably in our recent encounter with some big, strong, and skilful players across 
the ground so we knew that we would need to bring our best to be competitive. The vibe in and 
amongst the group on the journey across town showed that we were up for the fight and this did not 
subside all day. Contest after contest our girls through their bodies in to try and wrestle the ball away 
from the opposition. We were able to gain ascendancy in different stages of the game with the ball 
spending extended periods of time in our forward half but their backline were strong and despite our 
best efforts we couldn’t translate field position into scores – a challenge that we will continue to work 
out. To the credit of our team, we were confronted by a side which was physically bigger and stronger 
and had some very talented footballers who could break tackles, run and kick 35 – 40m. This shows the 
effect that this can have on momentum in game as they could work the ball over our structure and put 
our defensive six under pressure. Our midfield were excellent all day led by Immy Pertini (in her best 
game for the season), Annie McKean and Issy Sedgmen. Annabel Kelly repelled offensive plays from half-



back with poise and skill before moving into the midfield and Hannah McBain’s outside run was a real 
highlight. With one game to go and a couple of weeks to prepare, we are confident that we will be able 
to take up the challenge against Mercedes in 2 weeks time. 
Best players: Pertini, McKean, Kelly, McBain and Sedgmen 

Netball Ms Besanko Open A2 Def St Mary's 2 45 - 30 

This was a patient, determined and skilful performance from the team. We welcomed Jasmine in the 
mid court, who in combination with Issy, provided some deft touch off of the circle when feeding into 
goals. Jordan’s rebounding was excellent, and Amelia and Zara were able to move the ball effectively to 
kick start our drive out of defence. Tahlia and Maddy combined beautifully in goals, demonstrating great 
holding position and accuracy. 
The highlight of this game was the positive contribution from all seven players, demonstrating what the 
team is capable together. 
We are looking forward to the final two important games of the season! 
Best players: Jordan, Tahlia, Issy 

Netball Ms Weight Open B2 Def by Cabra 2 27 - 29 

The Open B2 team played in the semi-final this weekend in the hope to advance into the Grand Final 
next week. Unfortunately we were unlucky with further injury and illness in the team, leading us to 
require half a team of fill-ins. The girls played with great fight and excellent defensive pressure. It was a 
very exciting and close game, coming down to the wire and ending in a draw. Due to the game being a 
semi-final, we had to play in extra-time. The game remained at a draw at the end of the extra 6 minutes, 
so it then went to un-timed play until a team was up by 2. Unfortunately a few turnovers didn’t go our 
way and Cabra were able to get up by 2. The team were very disappointed to miss out on the Grand 
Final after such a successful season where we had won all but 1 game by convincing margins. We know 
we were unlucky to not have had our normal team for this match, so we look forward to hopefully 
having our injured players back for Intercol. Lastly a big thank you goes to all the fill ins that helped us to 
field a team this game and throughout the season 

Netball Abbie Gordon Open B3 Def MMC 1 22 - 8 

This week saw one of our best games of the season so far. Determined in our approach, the girls quickly 
found their rhythm in the first quarter. Our defenders, Jess, Grace and Gabby continued to block the 
space in MMC’s goal third, making it difficult for the opposing goalies to score. The defensive line placed 
pressure on the ball and covered their players extremely well. Our intensity as a group allowed to us to 
take several key intercepts down the court, where we were able to then utilise these opportunities and 
score. Our mid-court, Freya and Amelia, timed their leads well and effectively moved around the space 
to successfully feed the ball to our shooters. Lucy and Georgie combined in the ring and put up some 
impressive shots, where their shooting efforts are to be commended. We will continue to work on our 
preliminary leads, as well as driving forward towards the ball at training this week. I am extremely proud 
of the girls and am excited for the game ahead! 

Netball Emma Curnow Open B4 Def by Marryatville 1 16 - 34 

The girls had a cracker of a first quarter, only being one goal down at quarter time but unfortunately 
Marryatville took the win this week. Our defensive pressure in the ring was excellent and it was amazing 
to see the girls communicate well with each other to execute many well deserved turn overs. Despite 
the wet match, the girls had a determined attitude and kept fighting the entire game. The mid court 
worked well to slow the pace of the game and adapted well to the conditions. The shooters worked well 
with each other and were patient with their feeding and shooting which was awesome to see. The girls 
were a pleasure to coach and good luck next week! 

Netball Antonella Pittaluga Open B5 Def MMC 2 19 - 10 

A great win for the girls, despite the wet weather they all played really well, keeping the ball pace slow 
and steady to avoid making any errors. Jess worked the ball well into Elisa and Rosie, where they made 
some great goals throughout. Defence worked really well, with Molly, Sarah and tilly all applying 
defensive pressure each quarter, creating many turnovers. Rosie and Elisa worked exceptionally well 
together, holding their space in the ring and continuously moved in order to lose their defenders. 
Overall proud of their effort today! 



Netball Danika Tremonte Open C6 Def by SIC C8  
The girls arrived in force for what could be their last game as students of SIC! The slippery conditions 
proved too much of a distraction for our shooters despite our ease of getting the ball into the ring. A 
fantastic effort by both Iggies teams. A big thank you to C6 for such a fun season! 

Netball Miss Gue Year 9 B1 Def SIC B2 24 - 6 

There was a lot of built up anticipation for this weeks showdown to see which Ignatius team would make 
the GF! Whilst it was not the position we would have liked to have been in, both teams agreed that we 
were happy one SIC team was guaranteed a spot in the final. Both teams displayed excellent defensive 
pressure, making it hard for the attacking ends to get the ball into the shooting circle. The rain did not 
help either but the B1 team took on feedback and played to the conditions. It was incredible to see the 
girls work together to bring the ball down and their patience around the ring was incredible. Cannot wait 
for the GF next week with this hardworking team! A huge congratulations for Jasmine who made her 
debut in the opens team this week. We were sad you couldn’t play the full game with us but what an 
amazing achievement for a year 9! 
 

Netball Alec Davis Year 9 B2 Def by SIC B1 6 - 24 

Having moved up a grade part way through the season we were very proud to finish 2nd on the ladder 
at the end of the regular season and be playing off against another Ignatius team to make the grand 
final. 
As a team we put on a tough fight each quarter and built impressive defensive pressure which saw us 
win a number of turnovers throughout the match. The girls were encouraging of each other and kept 
putting their best netball forward despite a tough opposition and torrential rain. 
We’re glad to see an Ignatius team in the grand final and look forward to playing next week for third 
position. 

Netball Nerissa O'Brien Year 8  B1 Def MMC 25 - 18 

Outstanding effort from them all today, despite the weather they all worked very hard to maintain 
possession and control their passing. Ella did great as shooter, she continued to make space in the circle 
which allowed for attack to read her moves and pass the ball effectively. Her shooting accuracy today 
was also an advantage, she worked really hard throughout. Abby also made some great passes into the 
shooters, which helped the girls maintain their lead. Grace and Lily applied defensive pressure 
throughout, constantly going for the ball and pushing for those intercepts, which caused their 
opposition to make a lot of errors. They all controlled their passes, although a few footwork errors 
occurred, they continued to push and fight for every ball. Overall well done girls! 

Netball 
Emma Carey & Mrs 

Carey 
Year 8 C4 Def by St Michael's 21 - 25 

This was an unfortunate result in a scrappy game but the girls kept their spirits up. All girls played well 
and congratulations to Caitlin on her first game with the team. 

Netball Miss Dundon Year 7 A1 Def by Marryatville 1  

A tough game for the girls today. We came up against Marryatville in the first round of the finals, playing 
off for a possible position in the Grand Final next week. The team struggled in the first quarter due to 
the wet weather conditions, struggling with our leading and passing in our attacking half. At 3 quarter 
time, the girls were down by 5 points. In the final quarter, defenders Ava and Clara won some important 
intercepts. Our attackers worked hard to use these turnovers to score goals, and ended up making an 
impressive comeback. Unfortunately, we ended up losing by only 1 point. However, I am extremely 
proud of the effort of all of the girls today, especially in the last quarter. No one gave up and kept trying 
until the final whistle blew! 

Netball Molly Ingram Year 7 B2 Def Loreto 2 19 - 16 

The girls really showcased their teamwork skills in today’s match. With rain on and off throughout the 
game, careful passes were needed because of the slippery court. Encouragement and enthusiasm were 
what pushed the girls to win! Our re-leading was also a strength as every team member kept trying 
throughout the game to be in the best position they could be. The girls kept their heads up high and 
tried their hardest and it definitely paid off with us securing the win. Excited for the next round of 
finals!! 



Netball Lauren Schell Year 7 B3 Def MMC 3 29 - 0 
Such a great game by the girls! From the get go everyone was ready to go and on fire. The ball was in 
Iggies control the entire game, allowing the ball to be moved quickly and swiftly down the court. 
Everyone should be so proud of how they played and how much they have improved over the season! 

Soccer Brianna Gotting Middle A Def by Marryatville 2 0 - 2 

The girls had a very difficult match this morning with the weather definitely not on their side. Despite 
their best efforts the girls conceded mid-way through the first half with a goal even Lucile couldn’t have 
saved. Stella was one of our strongest players today making some excellent runs and passing options for 
the girls and Dior’s communication was excellent and kept the girls spirits up despite the weather.  
Best Players: Stella Mediati and Dior La Bella  

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Mixed)  
Term 3, Week 3 

 

Squash Mr Murphy Div 3 1 Def Rostrevor 180-28 

A strong win this week from Saint Ignatius with Ethan and Charlie playing two matches and winning 
both. Ethan showed significant development in his drives and Charlie demonstrated similar 
development in his boasts. 
Best Player: Charlie Slee 

Squash Gerald Freslich Div 3 2 Def St Paul's 158-153 
A close win from the Iggies second team this week, with some creative and varied shot selections and 
paces. 
Best Player: Reid O'Callaghan 

Squash Nick Tagliaferri Year 8 A1 Def Pembroke 3 
2 – 2 
8 - 4 

An excellently fought match this week where our victory came down to the number of games won 
across the four matches. Every single person won at least one game which helped contribute to the 
victory. There continues to be improvement in each player’s game, and we look forward to continuing 
this improvement at training this week. 

Squash Ryan Murphy Year 8 A2 Def Rostrevor 4 - 0 
The team rose well to the more challenging opposition to score another straight games win. Thanks to 
Will Greene who came across from the other year 8 side and played excellently in a close match. 
Hopefully, we can continue this form into finals this week! 

Table Tennis Mr Fazzini Open A2 Def by Glenunga 
10-23 
10-25 

As the score line suggests the match was evenly contested which unfortunately, we lost by 2 sets. Most 
of the matches went down to the wire. What cost us in the end was that quite a few players didn’t show 
enough patience and trued to play winners every shot. We need to show mot patience in rallies and try 
to force some errors from the opposition. Harry performed very well in the number one position. 
Mitchell, Tushar and Cameron also had good games. 
Best players: Harry, Mitchell, Tushar and Cameron 

Table Tennis Austin Waugh Middle A Def by St Peter's 
5-13 

15-32 

A strong St Peter’s side proved too strong for our Middle A side, as the matches were determined on 
whether smashes were going in  Many good rallies throughout, but doubles were the weakest games 
again 
Best player: Thomas Tabaranza 

Table Tennis Mr Kapnistis Middle B1 Def by Glenunga 4 - 16 
Good effort by all players but unfortunately we were beaten by a stronger team. Well done to Jared on 
winning both his singles games. 
Best players: Jared Phang, Diakou Khaderi, Oliver Newell 

Table Tennis Mr Dodson Middle B2 Def by Pluteney 9 - 11 
The team started slowly winning only one of the 4 doubles. However, a much better effort in the single. 
Favian and Tymek were the standouts winning both his singles games. 



Best players: Favian and Tymek 

Hockey 
Isaca Fallo & Will 

Mencel 
Middle  Pembroke 1-0  

The team played an excellent game this week against a very strong opponent. The players showed great 
selflessness and commitment to their team by working hard in both attack and defence. Their passing 
and attacking plays also reflected this ‘team-first’ approach. Having played their opponents previously 
this season and losing 8-0, this week’s result of 1-0 was exceptional and a credit to the team’s 
willingness to get better and effort put in at training each week.  

 

 


